NR NAVIFOR OPS

Mission Statement
Support NAVIFOR in providing naval and joint operational commanders with combat-ready Information Warfare forces to execute missions in support of U.S. interests.

8 December Change of Command
1100 in the NCDOC Hall of Heroes
CAPT Belesimo turns over command to CAPT Eric Denis

NAVIFOR OSO Team

IT1 Quito and YN2 Webster
Help Coordinate Reserve Support to NAVIFOR

NAVIFOR WEST Reserve Support Opportunity
ADT funding is in place to support YN1 or IT1 to NAVIFOR West in San Diego, CA. Secret level clearance a must (TS/SCI preferred). Candidate/s must be highly motivated self-starter/s with thorough working knowledge of Microsoft Word, Excel, and other basic computer skills, and strong communication skills. Candidate/s must be recommended by their CO and forward a resume and/or EQQ/OQQ, along with time period of requested support, to the NAVIFOR OSO, IT1 Leopoldo Quito at leopoldo.quito@navy.mil (copy to YN2 Kenneth Webster at Kenneth.r.webster@navy.mil).
Capt. Belesimo presents a Navy and Marine Corps Achievement Medal to IT1 Angela Thompson upon her retirement after 20 years and 7 months of service.

Hail & Farewell

Hail
CAPT Eric Denis
LCDR Scott Maley
LT Catrina Helsel
CTT1 Micaela Ferguson
CTT2 Aurelio Ayala
IT2 Andrea Banker

Farewell
CAPT Roberta Belesimo
CDR Jon Jensen
CDR(S) John Hessey
CDR Michael Marcolla
YNC Barbara Ferebee
CTR1 Jarad Krum
IT1 Angela Thompson

Farewell to the NAVIFOR OPS command leadership team: YNC Barbara Ferebee (SEL, slated to mobilize on 1 December), CDR Jon Jensen (XO), CAPT Roberta Belesimo (CO), and CDR(S) John Hessey (CSO).